WARRIOR COMICS
FIRST EVER DECENTRALIZED ANIMATION AND COMICS PLATFORM
Who We Are?
Warrior comics is the next revolution in the field of entertainment. Its goal is the creation of a
decentralized platform where our diverse consumers will get a whole new range of extraordinary
animation characters in the WC Universe. And a platform for artists to showcase their creativity and
monetize their prized creative works. Industry professionals from the world of entertainment can easily
lease out our well-established comic characters for a variety of projects.

Our Vision - To Create More Collaborative Decentralized Community
Our first step is developing an accessible platform using the blockchain technology. And this will be
achieved by using a newly launched digital internal currency Warrior Token, (Symbol- WRT), in the WC
ecosystem. And eventually creation of Animation Tube with WC Originals animated videos and a global
content from creators all over the world.

Why Warrior Comics?
We believe that in order to provide a complete entertainment, there is full need of security in this ever
growing field. The world of entertainment is exclusive at its core and entrance into this field is shielded
by layers of obstacles to success and getting established as an artist. And we believe in removing these
hurdles. The first ever revolutionary decentralized blockchain based platform serving the entertainment
field where producers, casual users, consumers and creators will work on the same platform. One
platform which reduces the risk of a backdoor transaction and unauthorized intervention, all thanks to
block chain technology.

Progress Till Now
The idea of WC platform was evolved in 2017. The development of the concept and business plan was
started in 2017, Q4. Here is the project progress report;
Work done till now;





Augmentation of WC Originals and concept formulation. Building up of characters and comic
storyline.
Development of ICO- Warrior Token.
Documentation- Whitepaper, Terms & Conditions, One Pager.
ICO launch. Presale will start on February 01, 2019.

Currently working on;





Development of basic web portal features of Warrior Comics;
 Frontend Development
 Backend Development
 WC Wallet Development
Development on WC web portal- Wallet Release, active marketing campaign, WC community
development.

Conclusion
With Warrior Comics, artists are rewarded for their art. We will change the existing paradigm so that
entertainment industry is no longer exploited by large corporations at the expense of artists creating the
art. We believe in promoting art on this decentralized well secured platform.

